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1 Introduction

Texas Instruments provides Evaluation Modules (EMs) for easy characterization of the Low Power RF (LPRF) products. Using an EM board provides a means to understand the radio's operation and decreases the product development time. Often a customer will copy the EM layout and then make small changes that can cause the RF performance to change. One of the more common board changes is to modify the board's layer stacking. For an RF layout this can change the trace impedances in the matching network path and lead to degraded system performance.

To deal with PCB stacking layer changes one must maintain the trace impedances when copying an original design. Unlike low frequency designs where one simply adjusts a resistor value for a desired voltage level, the RF traces, along with the discrete components, form a complex impedance matching network. Making sure the impedance is the same after making changes is important to ensure the solution works similar to the original.

All TI radios specify recommended load impedance that is found in the data sheet's parameter section. This number is used to design the balun and matching network to connect to the antenna. This application note discusses taking a reference design and scaling the RF traces when a new stacking height is desired.

There are many PCB board factors that affect RF parameters when designing these types of networks. The effects of board material, component package, trace impedance, and vias are discussed in this application note when changing layer stacking.

Measuring or validating board changes is especially challenging at high frequencies. Special equipment such as a VNA or TDR is necessary for extracting S-parameters to assure the final results are correct. In this application note the Smith Chart is used as a tool to derive or validate component values and trace lengths. Finally the results are compared using 3-D magnetic simulation program.

A 2-layer Evaluation Module (EM) CC2500 radio was used to show the steps when changing a board's height from 31 mil (0.8 mm) to 62 mil (1.6 mm). The 62 mil board has the same general RF layout, balun and filter as the original board.

Note that different radios (e.g., CC2520, CC2530, etc.) do have different output impedances; therefore each requires a unique matching network. However, the design steps will remain the same. Multi-layer boards, however, can require additional steps.

Finally the tools mentioned in this application note are readily available for scaling trace lines and plot their impedances. The tools used in this application note were from Agilent's ADS software package. Many companies have line calculators and Smith Plotting Tools, so feel free to choose what fits your budget.
2 Abbreviations

Balun          Balanced to unbalanced transformer
EM             Evaluation Module
FR4            PCB board substrate standard
LPRF           Low Power RF
mil            1 thousandth of an inch
mm             millimeters
PCB            Printed Circuit Board
RX             Receive Mode
SMA            Coaxial PCB connector
TDR            Time Domain Reflectometer (test equipment)
TEM            Transverse Electric Magnetic Mode
TX             Transmit Mode
VNA            Vector Network Analyzer (test equipment)
XOSC           Crystal oscillator
3 EM Purpose

A TI LPRF evaluation module (EM) provides a simple evaluation unit to quickly learn the technical operation of a low power wireless radio. The board demonstrates both transmit/receive modes, therefore making it easy to gather link budget information about the device and its antenna.

The TI EM is a tested unit and helps to show the engineer a recommended RF layout. Using an EM is good practice and an excellent reference to compare or copy as your final design. TI’s EMs along with development tools like SmartRF® Studio provides a complete platform for design and measurements. TI EM’s provide the following:

1. RX performance measurements (e.g. sensitivity, selectivity, blocking, saturation, spurious emission)
2. TX performance measurements (e.g. output power, occupied bandwidth, adjacent channel power, phase noise, spurious emission)
3. Differential to single-ended conversion
4. Matching to antenna’s whip, monopoles or chip
5. Proper routing of ground and power returns
6. Low electromagnetic emissions
7. Working Antenna

Radio designs require certification depending upon the geographic area. TI EM boards have acceptable levels for radio standards, so if one changes the design they can alter the performance. All CC2500 EM’s Gerber files are available on TI web site at:

http://focus.ti.com/docs/toolsw/folders/print/cc2500_refdes_062.html
http://focus.ti.com/docs/toolsw/folders/print/cc2500em_refdes.html

All calculations were done in mils, but can easily be converted to meters by the following expression

\[
1 \text{mil} = \frac{1}{1000} \text{(inch)} = 25.4 \mu m
\]

4 Changing Board Stacking

RF designs are highly dependent upon the signal path from the radio to the antenna. This signal path usually consists of a balun/filter and 50 ohm transmission line. Signal paths can be a combination of discrete and traces or just microstrip traces or some other type of transmission line. This application note starts with a CC2500 EM with 31 mil (0.8 mm) layer spacing and demonstrates how to change the board’s stacking to 62 mil (1.6 mm), while keeping the same RF performance as provided on the original.

4.1 Increasing Stacking Height on the EM PCB

Before changing or copying a reference designs one should document certain parameters so that after changes are made you can check against the original design. One parameter is VSWR, which is a measurement of how much power is delivered to the reflected. A VSWR of 2 would mean 90% of the power is delivered and the insertion loss is 1 dB. When modifying a reference design here is a list of the steps to follow when changing the board’s stacking height:

- Measure traces: lengths, widths and stacking layers using a Gerber Viewer.
- Enter values in a Line Calculator to determine the impedances at the original stacking height.
- Adjust to new stacking height and adjust traces to equivalent impedance as the original.
- Re-adjust decoupling capacitors for in or out of band spurs or noise as needed.
4.2 2-Sided Board Layout

A 2-layer board is the easier to deal with than a multi-layer board when considering trace impedances. A two layer board only has a top layer and bottom layer, usually dedicated ground. Multilayer boards have dedicated ground and power planes. Figure 1 shows the original CC2500EM at a layer spacing of 31 mils with top and bottom copper layers. Figure 2 shows a similar 2-layer board with top and bottom copper layer but with thicker core and slightly different power routing. The RF signal path was kept the same on each board while the stacking layer was changed. The RF return path of the power supply was changed on the new board to lower the inductance for power; vias were removed in power traces to lower inductance as shown Figure 2. Both layouts are acceptable solutions. Every attempt was made to keep the ground plane solid and minimize open areas.

![Figure 1: Original Board Layout](image1)

![Figure 2: Modified Board Layout](image2)

A 2-layer PCB is cheaper to manufacture than a 4-layer PCB. Both are used in final designs. When doing layout for RF the board stacking layer creates resonances that are proportional to trace or edge lengths. The resonances due to ground planes must be eliminated, and this is done with vias that force the TEM (Transverse Electric Magnetic) resonance frequencies higher. A sufficient amount of vias must be used to short the top ground to the bottom ground. These vias are usually selected so the board resonances frequencies are higher than the 10th or 12th harmonics of the radio signal frequency. As example $f_{res} = 2.45GHz \times 10$ or 24.5 GHz, then $\ell_{via} = \frac{c}{\sqrt{\varepsilon_r} \cdot f_{res}}$. Where $\ell_{via}$ is distance between vias, $\varepsilon_r$ is boards permittivity and $C$ is speed of light.
4.3 Parameters that Affect PCB Traces

The stacking height alters the microstrip trace impedance. Using short traces in the balun and filter design allows one to include them in the matching network. For RF, the board parameter that affects trace impedance is the dielectric constant (relative permittivity). Every board manufacturer specifies a permittivity number at a particular frequency. Since the materials different, number varies from manufacturer to manufacturer. Adjusting RF trace impedances for a given PCB board’s dielectric constant is done by calculating its impedance from an effective permittivity, $\varepsilon_{\text{eff}}$, value that is based upon the width and height of the trace above ground. This number is always less than the boards ($\varepsilon_r$) permittivity provided by the manufacturer. Assuming that the thickness of the trace, $t$, is small compared to the height ($t/h < 0.005$), the $\varepsilon_{\text{eff}}$ value adjusts the impedance of the line when more than one dielectric media is involved as shown below:

$$Z_o = \frac{60}{\sqrt{\varepsilon_{\text{eff}}}} \cdot \ln \left( \frac{8 \cdot h + w}{w \cdot 4 \cdot h} \right)$$

$$\varepsilon_{\text{eff}} = \varepsilon_r + 1 + \frac{\varepsilon_r - 1}{2} \cdot \sqrt{\frac{1}{1 + \frac{12 \cdot h}{w}}} + 0.04 \left( 1 - \left( \frac{w}{h} \right) \right)^2$$

Where
- $h$ is the board stacking layer spacing
- $w$ is the trace width
- $\varepsilon_{\text{eff}}$ is the scaling dielectric constant for trace width to height ratios

A good line calculator takes into account the effects of two media air and board material when calculating the trace impedance for PCB boards. Note that as the impedance changes by the square root of permittivity of the new material, its sensitivity is relatively low over a typical range, as shown in the plot of Figure 3. A greater impedance change occurs due to the stacking height as shown in Figure 3. The value of permittivity used for this plot was 3.9 at 2.45 GHz. At lower frequencies such as 915 MHz the permittivity will increase to approximately 4.2 to 4.7; for higher frequencies (2.45GHz) the lower the permittivity range for most FR4 material typically around 3.8 to 4.2

![Impedance change with stacking height](image-url)

Figure 3: Impedance Plot versus Permittivity for Two Layer Stacking Heights

An easy rule of thumb for checking traces is the line impedance for 50 ohms has a ratio of 2:1 of width to height. As lines become wider the impedance goes down and vice-versa. This can help you when
5 Balun and Matching Filter Analysis

An easy way to check a matching network is to plot the network on a Smith Chart. The Smith Chart provides a visual indication of how well the circuit matches the two impedances. In this section the circuit is simplified from the differential for easier understanding when plotting on the Smith Chart.

5.1 Differential Output and Balun/Matching Network

TI's radio requires a matching network from the output to the load. This could be a discrete version as shown in Figure 4 or other matching approaches (balun, etc). The CC2500 specifies the load impedance in the data sheet of 80+j74. The schematic in Figure 4 shows a schematic of discrete components, starting with a DC blocking capacitors C8 and C9. The middle section, in white, is the balun L1, C10, L3, and C11. The gray section represents a PI filter network C12, L2, and C13. Finally the bold blue trace represents the 50 ohm transmission line connecting the output signal to the load.

![Figure 4: CC2500 Balun and Component Schematic](image)

5.2 Differential to Single-Ended Source

Using the data sheet load value 80+j74 the network takes the impedance of the radio's output and changes it to 50 ohms. Plotting this value on a Smith Chart requires using the conjugate of the load value, 80-j74, so a correct match is achieved as shown in Figure 5. Using the real (in bold) and imaginary part of 80-j75 an equivalent single-ended circuit can be derived as shown in Figure 5. This circuit can be broken into a model consisting of 2 equivalent single-ended voltage source with component values of \( R_{\text{diff}}/2 \) and capacitance \( 2 \times C_{\text{diff}} \), so its easier to follow the actual plot on the Smith Chart.

\[
C_{\text{diff}} = \frac{1}{2\pi f X_c} = \frac{1}{2 \cdot \pi \cdot 2.45E9 \cdot 74} = 878 \, fF
\]

where \( X_c \) is j74.
5.3 Balun Values

Figure 5: Differential Conversion; shows how the differential output converts to a single-ended source. Deriving the values is done at a single frequency of 2.45GHz, even though multiple channels at different frequencies are available from radio.

The balun sums the differential signal to load impedance, Zout. The value of Zout is based upon components tolerance, yield, temperature, and system constraints for the design. For our example we selected the Thevenin equivalent value looking back into the circuit from the load as shown in Figure 5: Differential Conversion. The two sources are referenced to ground for single-ended while creating parallel resistance paths; therefore the resistance is $R_{\text{diff}}/2$, where $R_{\text{diff}}$ is 40 ohms. When looking at the circuit differentially you see the original equivalent source impedance across both pins.

The radio's differential signals are 180 degrees out of phase. After passing through the balun the signals' amplitudes are in phase and add to $2\cdot V_{\text{pp}}$. Maintaining constant phase in both paths is important since it assures maximum power is delivered to the balun summing point. The load value of $20 + j0$ for Zout is also the input impedance for selecting the filter matching network. The next stage, a PI network, matches the balun's output to the final load as shown in Section 7. Keeping impedances small assures component values will generally be small therefore the component's self-resonances are much higher than the signal path frequencies.

Figure 6: Balun Output Impedance with respect to Gnd
Figure 7 shows a simplified circuit with the trace impedance. It ignores the dc blocking capacitor since the values are large. In the final design the blocking caps pole is move to reduce low frequency noise. For this model the trace values are derived from line impedance calculator as shown in section 5.4.

Once the component values are derived take $\frac{1}{2}$ times the component values then re-construct your differential circuit. The trace’s impedance is part of the matching network design and the trace width and electrical length affect the final results. The final solution is shown in Figure 7; note that the opposite leg of the balun will have the capacitor and inductor reversed to provide the correct signal phasing.

![Single-ended Balun](image)

**Figure 7: Single-ended Balun for Smith Chart**

### 5.4 Layout Trace Impedances

To copy a reference layout to a new board with different stacking scale trace’s impedance so they are the same as the original impedance. This can be done with a Line Calculator once you know the board manufacturer’s board specs. Treat traces shown in blue as lump sum impedance which adds to the inductor values in each leg of the network. Often the matching filter is included just prior to the antenna feedline especially when the line is not exactly 50 ohm at the antenna input. When copying traces, it’s more accurate to use a Gerber Viewer Software to measure width and length of reference board traces. Usually the component and chips packages the pads are not included in distance measurements since they are included in the s-parameter’s measurement. Figure 8 shows the layout path from the output of the radio to the balun summation and finally to the 50 ohm large trace connected to the SMA of a CC2500 EM board.

![Balun traces](image) ![50 ohm trace](image)

**Figure 8: RF Traces Lengths and Widths**

Follow the following steps are followed with a line calculator to change line impedances.

1. From the reference EVM Gerber Files.
3. Enter values in Line Calculator
4. Enter Permittivity for 2.45 GHz as, for example, 4.1.
5. Enter Tan loss as, for example, 0.0155.
6. Enter the board’s height (H) from traces to first ground plane.
7. Enter in calculator the trace thickness as 1.4 mils
8. Analyze the magnitude impedance Zo and electrical length in degrees E_Eff.
9. Use these values and change the board stacking height $H$ and synthesize the new trace widths.

Board vendors will provide the permittivity for board materials and this can vary or be given at 1MHz. The value at higher frequencies will be lower.

The Line Calculator shown in Figure 9: **ADS Line Calculator**, shows the line calculator from ADS used to calculate line widths for a change in board height. There are several line calculators available which are referenced at the end of this application note. Most Line Calculators provide the answers in the magnitude $Z_0$ and angle which is the electrical length ($E_{Eff})$. This is easily converted to Real = $M \cdot \cos(\theta)$ Imaginary = $M \cdot \sin(\theta)$ coordinate system, where $M$ is $Z_0$.

![Figure 9: ADS Line Calculator](image)

### 6 Checking Balun Values with Smith Chart

A Smith Chart provides a quick and easy way to check a matching network, including the PCB traces. Using an electronic version simplifies one's learning curve with Smith Charts because it includes a schematic component generator. The steps to follow when inputting the values are outlined below. The results are shown in Figure 11 and Figure 12 for the matching and schematic.

The first step is to plot the source and load values. Often this can be confusing but with keen observation you choose the correct definitions. Software Smith Charts prevent forbidden regions or invalid matching configuration or plotting of networks. So the definition of source and load impedance determines how the start and were you end on the Smith Chart. The load value of 20+j0 is seen as the “◊” symbol while the source is the “□”.

Enter the load as 20+j0, which is the starting point as you place components. Then enter the source impedance of 40+j37 as shown by the open square.

1. Adding a $Q=1$ circle, which are the arcs between open and short, sets a visual upper boundary for $Q=1$. A $Q$ of less than 1 or less reduces circuit sensitivity and increases the designs bandwidth.

2. From a line calculator enter the traces impedance and electrical length. This moves but does not exceed the first point on the $Q$ circle. For a hand version of the Smith Chart you must plot the phase change on the outer circle by adjusting for degrees along the circle, not shown here.
3. Then add a capacitor to ground this moves the trace to the next point on the real impedance axis.

4. Finally placing a series inductor moves the line to the source impedance of 40+j37. This indicates we have the correct values and trace lengths for our layout.

The plot for the differential negative half output would end up at 40-j37, or the mirror image of this plot shown in Figure 10.

![Smith Chart Plot of ½ the Balun](image)

**Figure 10: Smith Chart Plot of ½ the Balun**

Many electronic versions include a schematic generator to show the components and s-parameter plots as seen in Figure 11. From this schematic you can read the component and trace values.
7 Pi Matching Filter and 50 Ohm Line

The Pi Matching low pass filter can also be checked for how well it matches the impedance of 20+j0 to the antenna load of 50+j0. Figure 12 includes the PCB traces connected to the output at C3. Changing the board stacking height changes the trace’s width-to-height ratio consequently the impedance.

Using the Smith Chart to validate or derive the values for the filter network is done as outlined in the Section 6. Now the source load is 50 ohms and the source is 20. The results are shown in Figure 13.
With the trace electrical length determined, the power to the 50 ohm transmission line is maximized and the length of this line can therefore be any length as long as its value is 50+j0 as measured at the SMA connection. Figure 14 shows the 3 components that match the output of the balun to a value of 50+j0.
8 Software Simulation Results

Smith Charts produce reasonably accurate results when plotting a tested design. But if the design happens to be new and doesn’t include the effects due to magnetic fringing a small error occurs in the final design. This effectively makes the lines appear longer and wider than their physical lengths. When copying the traces from reference designs there is no problem because the original traces account for this magnetic effect. Traces due to fringing vary in length and width from 5 – 8%, so one is left to derive the correct line lengths. One way is to use 3-D simulation software. The simulation program shows the impedance results of the traces and components for the RF balun and filter in Figure 15.

The simulator also has the ability to plot additional parameters such as S22, S21 and S11 and can calculate worse case performance. Figure 16 provides a plot of S11 looking into the filter/balun with a load set to the assumed output impedance of the CC2500, or 80-j74. The simulation of Figure 15 shows correlation to the final board’s measurement results in Figure 20. One should note that there always exist small differences between modelling and measurement, since it is difficult to have an exact match due to parasitic components. This can be due to measurements or parasitic components that are not included in the models or lab measurements.

![Figure 15: ADS Simulation Schematic](image-url)
9 Power Supply Decoupling

Placing decoupling capacitors close to the CC2500’s power pins helps to reduce the RF return paths. Sometimes it is necessary to change or add decoupling components to account for change in parasitic decoupling capacitance due to layer stacking changes. Figure 17 shows that the decoupling capacitors are placed in close proximity to the power pins. Note these capacitors are C3, C4, C6 and C7 in Figure 17. Try to avoid connecting the power lines before the capacitive coupling; the most effective RF decoupling on power pins routes to a capacitor before attaching to power. As a rule of thumb, components should not share vias, so try to use ground vias for each de-coupling capacitor. An additional 47 pF was added to the 62 mil board to maintain the same the inter-modulation spurs’ amplitudes as the original board. The final certification must be done with to radio standards for 2.45GHz.

Figure 16: Simulation Match Entire Circuit

Figure 17: Placement of Decoupling Capacitors
10 Lab Measurements

10.1 Balun / Matching Network Measurements

Measurements assure that the design is operating correctly. Placing the Radio in RX mode and connecting a VNA to the antenna port (Figure 18) allows one to plot S11 for the balun and filter matching network. Make sure the VNA power output is turned down to -30 or -40 dBm so not to saturate the LNA and change its input impedance.

![Figure 18: Measuring S11](image)

From the Smith Charts in Figure 19 and Figure 20 the impedance is plotted as seen at the antenna port. The target value is 50+j0 at 2.45GHz. The original board plot in Figure 19 shows the impedance 41.21+j11 and is well within VSWR circle of 2. But since this is lower in value from the ideal 50 ohms, the power transmitted to the antenna is slightly low due to the reflected voltage from the mismatch.

The closer the match is to the antenna impedance an improvement in the system efficiency occurs. This would compare better to the simulation if the layout was copied exactly and simulated; instead the simulation is a lumped-sum result, and therefore a slight difference is observed.

![Figure 19: 31 mil, Stacking, Impedance of EVM Measured at Antenna SMA](image)
10.2 Radio Sensitivity Comparison

Figure 21 shows the sensitivity of the 62 mil board that followed both the stacking and rules in this discussion to improve the performance.

Figure 22 shows the sensitivity of the original 31 mil board. Both plots are typical performance of 5 samples and are not guaranteed numbers.

Note for the temperature range the error rates for the 62 mil board is approximately 2 to 3 dB better than the 31 mil board. For room temperature a 1 dB improvement is noted.
### 10.3 Transmit Power Output Comparison

The output power variation of the original 31 mil board compared to the 62 mil board is shown in Figure 23. It appears that a closer match and appropriate bandwidth helps to improve the variation in power although this is only 5 samples where the radios came from two different lots.

![Output Power vs Frequency (25°C, 3.0V, 5 samples)](image)

**Figure 23:** Output Power 62 mil (1.6 mm) Board

![Output Power vs Frequency (25°C, 3.0V, 5 samples)](image)

**Figure 24:** Output Power 31 mil (0.8 mm) Board

### 10.4 Spectrum of In and Out Band Noise

Using a SmartRF Studio board you can program the radio to operate in continuous transmit unmodulated mode for measuring the noise spectrum of the signal. In this mode the out-of-band harmonics must be low so not to affect the sensitivity readings or FCC certification. Placing the radio in the desired modulation code lets one check the harmonics due to the type of code selected. Placement of decoupling capacitors and the selected values determine how well the noise spurs are controlled. Using smaller package size capacitors like 0402 works better than using larger surface mount packages. Figure 25 is a spectrum plot of the modified EM in continuous frequency carrier. With the increase in layer spacing we added a 47 pF capacitor on the digital power lines to lower out of band harmonics close to the signal band.
10.5 Summary

As seen in this app note a lot of characterization is done to show how well the RF radio and PCB board work. When making any PCB board changes always check the work and use the simple measurements tools as shown here to assure that design steps were properly done. The data collected from the modified CC2500 EM at 62 mil (1.6 mm) is an example of how the matching network changed the typical variation from the 31 mil (0.8mm) board. Although this is relatively small sample of 10 boards it shows the importance of verifying the changes. Deviation or shortcuts can result in loss of power to the antenna from the balun/filter network.

Improving the VSWR results in more power delivered to the antenna. Scaling the trace impedance helps to keep the reference boards matching network tune to the correct performance. Any major board layout should include complete characterization prior to radio certification. Copying the Gerber or DXF files is an excellent way to decrease your design or prototyping cycle.
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